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Freedom Phoenix Instructions
Details: The Phoenix LTX features a red receiver dome on top where tags are registered.
This dome flashes red when it is tagged.
Details: The Phoenix LTX features a red
receiver dome on top where tags are
registered. This dome flashes red when it
is tagged.

Choosing The Game:
The tagger can choose between "Solo",
"Team 1" and "Team 2.
1) "Solo" creates a quick "LTAG" free-for-all
match.
2) Choosing "Team 1" or "Team 2" where
players are placed onto the respective
team as indicated.
*Teams cannot be changed once the
match begins.
3) Matches are started by pulling the
trigger, which activates a ten second
countdown.
Playing The Game:
1) A strength indicator is located to the
left of the handle & shows remaining tags
a player has until being out. The indicator
can only visibly count ten tags. This means
that if the user has more than ten tags, the
indicator will remain completely lit.
2)The firing trigger is located where a
typical Nerf trigger would be found, firing
the tagger uses one unit of ammo. An
ammo indicator is located to the right of
the handle; it shows how many shots
remain. The Phoenix LTX tagger can hold
ten shots at a time.

Reloading The Clip:
To reload the Phoenix LTX, the user must
flip a switch on the handle, this will eject
the "ammo core" from the butt of the
tagger. Reloading is completed by
popping the "core" back into the tagger.

The Shield & Lives Setting
The shield is activated by pressing and
holding the button directly in front of the
trigger. It can be used by extending out
the finger used for firing. When using the
shield, the ammo indicator will change to
show the shield being depleted. The
tagger cannot be fired while the shield is
being used. After using shields, there is a
two second delay before the Phoenix LTX
can be used again. Strength and shield
times can be chosen by using the strength
switch on left side of the tagger, it allows
the user to choose between a "10" or "25"
strength. "10" gives the user ten tags and
fifteen seconds of shields, while "25" gives
twenty-five tags and thirty seconds of
shields.
Indoor / Outdoor Mode:
The right side of the tagger has a switch
for choosing between outdoor and indoor
play. Indoor Mode makes the receiver less
sensitive.

